THE FLAG PLACE

Proudly MADE IN USA

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS

HOME OF THE HERCULES™ POLYESTER
THE FLAG PLACE, INC. is celebrating our 22nd year in business in 2009. Our two manufacturing locations in Duluth, GA and New Hope, AL produce and supply flags to dealers across the country. In the last 20 years The Flag Place has built a strong reputation for offering a top quality USA made product at an affordable price. Our customers have grown to expect fast service, friendly customer service and a product that lasts. To our loyal customers that have been buying from us for years, THANK YOU, and to those dealers who have not tried us yet, you may like the products and service that The Flag Place provides.

The Flag Place, Inc.
3000 Mattison St. NW
Duluth, GA 30096
800-886-1776
Fax: 800-493-4192
Email: Info@theflagplace.com

The Flag Place Central
1453 Johnson Ave.
New Hope, AL 35760
888-791-2004
Fax: 256-723-3663
Email: Flags123@NEHP.net

www.TheFlagPlace.com

Policies When Ordering:
• Minimum orders are $50.00. Any order less than $50.00 is subject to a $5.00 minimum order charge.
• All prices reflect a poly bagged price. Display boxes available for $.35 each.
• Drop Shipments are available, Please add $2.50 per shipment.
• Our policy is to ship all available products and backorder any necessary items. Buyer responsible for all additional shipping charges.
• Accounts are Net 30, COD, or Credit Card. Solely at our discretion. To ensure prompt shipment, accounts must be within specified terms.
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TITAN™ Brand U.S. nylon flags are constructed with DuPont SolarMax™ nylon, sewn stripes and embroidered stars.

• All TITAN™ flags are finished with four rows of reinforced lock stitching on the fly hem.

• 8’ X 12’ and larger TITAN™ flags are finished with webbing and D-Rings.

• 10’ X 15’ and larger TITAN™ flags feature our exclusive RIP-STOP design near the fly hem, for added life and easy repair.

TITAN™ full printed star fields are unlike any other big flags in the industry.

• The sun shines through the star giving a vibrant look to the star field. Stars are not dulled by blue nylon or appliqued stars.

• Double hemmed top and bottom stripe, along with the fly hem. This process eliminates early blowouts on the fly hems, giving the flag more life and value.

• Exclusive RIP-STOP design.
Flags with Pole Hem and Leather Tab

- U.S. Nylon flags are constructed with DuPont SolarMax™ nylon sewn stripes and embroidered stars.
- Finished with pole hem and leather tab.

Flags with Pole Hem and Fringe

- These flags are constructed with DuPont SolarMax™ nylon, sewn stripes and embroidered stars.
- Finished with pole hem, leather tab and golden fringe.
- Perfect for indoor or parade use.

INDOOR FLAG KIT

Dress up any room or office with our Indoor Flag Kit. Includes Nylon flag with pole hem and golden fringe, ABS Styrene floor stand, 7’ or 8’ pole (must specify), ABS spear, eagle or cross, cord & tassel. Ideal for offices, classrooms, conference rooms and more! Available as a kit or separate components. Order in sets of 2.

Individual Components  Call for quantity pricing.

- Eagle
- Cross
- Spear
- Floor Stand
- Cord & Tassel
- 7’ Pole
- 8’ Pole

NEW ITEM!

Only .35 each!
5 ADVANTAGES of Flying Hercules™ Polyester.

1. VIBRANT COLORS
New dyeing technology means Hercules remains bright and beautiful longer than other polyester flags. Superior Light Fastness and Wet-Fastness protects from UV ray deterioration and bleeding of the dyes.

2. FLYABILITY
Hercules’ unique design allows the flag to fly in a lighter breeze than other polyester flags.

3. LONGER LIFE
Hercules has proven itself to be one of the longest lasting flag fabrics on the market.

4. VALUE
With added life, exceptional appearance, and minimal cost; Hercules™ polyester is the best dollar for dollar flag in the industry.

5. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
If you are not fully satisfied with Hercules™ polyester, send the flag back for a full refund.
Hercules is exceptionally well suited for industrial and commercial flyers that require added flag life with little upkeep.

A truly unique flag that combines brilliant looks with rugged durability. Customers will not have to make a choice between the looks of nylon and durability of polyester. With over 10 years of proven performance, our customers have made Hercules Polyester the brand of choice in the flag industry.

LARGER U.S. HERCULES™ POLYESTER

- The Hercules full printed star field flags are similar to our unique nylon star printed field flags.
- The sun shines through the star giving a vibrant look to the star field. Stars are not dulled by blue fabric or appliqued stars.

HERCULES™ TEXAS STATE FLAG

Over 10 Years of Proven Performance
SPINNING FLAG POLES & BRACKETS

- Strong 1” 2-Piece Aluminum Pole
- 13 position strong Aluminum bracket
- Kits or components are the highest quality available.
- Bearings allow the flag to spin freely and not tangle – no need for additional hardware.
- All poles have Ball ornament.
- Our kits and brackets come with all hardware necessary for installation.

Kits are individually boxed.

US NYLON SPINNING FLAG KIT

This kit comes complete with a Sewn Stripes, Printed Stars US Nylon flag.
- Everything you need to show your colors in a matter of minutes!
- Includes: 6' aluminum spinning pole, 13 position adjustable bracket, and our high quality flag.

Available as 2 different individually boxed kits.

MEMORIAL FLAG CASES

Display the flags of our nation’s heroes the way they were meant to be seen. Beautifully crafted flag cases for 3’x 5’ or 5’x 9 ½’ flags.

Cases with stand have a front opening magnetic enclosure.

Oak or Cherry finish. Beveled glass front.
MILITARY FLAGS

- Constructed with DuPont SolarMax nylon.
- All Military flags are acid dyed, and finished with four rows of lock stitching.

POW-MIA FLAGS

- Constructed with DuPont SolarMax nylon.
- Single faced flags are acid dyed.
- Double constructed flags are printed w/inserted seals.

HERCULITE™ POLYESTER FLAGS

Herculite Printed Polyester Flags are supreme imported all printed polyester flags. Vibrant colors, beautifully printed, and strong heading and grommets make the construction of this flag superior to any other imported light polyester flag on the market. For the consumer looking for a quality on an economical budget, you will not go wrong with Herculite!

US polyester flag
Heavy weight knitted polyester with brilliant printed colors. Finished with two rows of stitching.

Military & POW-MIA flags
Heavy weight knitted polyester, brilliant printed colors. Finished with two rows of stitching.

3’ X 5’ Confederate Flag
• All State flags are constructed with DuPont SolarMax™ nylon and 4 rows of lock stitching on the fly hem for added durability.

• State flags are either acid dyed (P) or sewn (S) or a combination of the two (PS).
STATE FLAGS

4 Needle Lock Stitched Fly Hems

Strong Cotton Heading

Brass Grommets

Display Boxes Available

ALL STATE FLAGS AVAILABLE!

Call about other states not listed.

50 STATE SETS
3’ x 5’ Outdoor Nylon

Only .35 each!

NEW MEXICO

OKLAHOMA

SOUTH CAROLINA

TEXAS

TENNESSEE

NORTH CAROLINA

NEW MEXICO

OKLAHOMA

SOUTH CAROLINA

TEXAS
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NORTH CAROLINA
**Popular Flags**

- **3’ X 6’ Pleated Fans**
  - Patriotic fans 3’ X 6’.
  - Sewn stripes, appliqued stars are heavy poly fabric.
  - Fully printed fans are poly/cotton bunting.
  - Perfect for any patriotic display.

- **3’ U.S. Nylon Drapes**
  - Perfect for car lots.
  - Great for Patriotic Displays
  - Embroidered Stars/Sewn Stripes

- **Confederate Flags**

- **Checkered Flags**
  - 3’ X 3’
    - Available in black/white, red/white, and orange/white.
  - 3’ X 5’
    - Available in black/white only.

- **Christian Flags**
  - Constructed with DuPont SolarMax™ nylon.
  - Christian flags are sewn, not printed & finished with four rows of lock stitching.

*Sewn with DuPont SolarMax™ nylon. Checkered flags are great attention getters!*
All country flags are constructed with DuPont SolarMax nylon and 4 rows of lock stitching on the fly hem for added durability.

Flags are sewn stripes.

Our selection of country flags encompasses the most popular from around the world!

Countries Available:

- AFRO-AMERICAN
- ARGENTINA (No Seal)
- ARMENIA
- AUSTRIA (No Seal)
- BELGIUM
- BOLIVIA (No Seal)
- BRAZIL (No Seal)
- CANADA
- COLUMBIA (No Seal)
- ECUADOR (No Seal)
- FRANCE
- GERMANY
- HUNGARY
- INDONESIA
- IRELAND
- ITALY
- LITHUANIA
- LUXEMBOURG
- MONACO
- NETHERLANDS
- NIGERIA
- PERU
- POLAND (No Seal)
- ROMANIA
- RUSSIA
- UKRAINE
- YUGOSLAVIA

Country:

- CANADA
- MEXICO
- THAILAND
- UNITED KINGDOM
MESSAGE FLAGS

- 3’ X 5’ flags are sewn stripes.
- Constructed with DuPont SolarMax™ nylon.
- Sewn with OG Red on the top stripe, White center panel with Black imprint, and OG Blue bottom stripe.

SolarMax™
Only by DuPont

OPEN

ANY COMBINATION OF COLORS CAN BE USED FROM THE COLOR CHART ON PG. 17

TALL MESSAGE FLAGS

- 8’ X 3’ flags are sewn stripes.
- Constructed with DuPont SolarMax nylon.
- Sewn with OG Red on the hoist, White center panel with Black imprint, and OG Blue on the fly hem.

Available Messages:
MODEL
NOW LEASING
OPEN
SALE
TRUCKS
USED CARS
WE FINANCE
WELCOME

Any combination of colors can be used from the color chart on pg. 17.
All SOLID ATTENTION FLAGS are constructed with DuPont SolarMax nylon.

SOLID STANDARD

CHOOSE ANY COLOR FROM
THE COLOR CHART ON PG. 17

SOLID PENNANT

CHOOSE ANY COLOR FROM
THE COLOR CHART ON PG. 17

SOLID TALL

CHOOSE ANY COLOR FROM
THE COLOR CHART ON PG. 17
All 2 and 3 PANEL ATTENTION FLAGS are Constructed with DuPont SolarMax nylon.

2 & 3 PANEL STANDARD

Any combination of colors can be used from the color chart on Pg. 17

2 & 3 PANEL TALL

Any combination of colors can be used from the color chart on Pg. 17

DIAGONAL FLAGS

2 PANEL DIAGONAL

Any combination of colors can be used from the color chart on Pg. 17
COLOR CHART

DARTMOUTH GREEN  EMERALD GREEN  IRISH GREEN  MINT  AQUA
PARROT BLUE  TURQUOISE  TEAL  U.N. BLUE  FRENCH BLUE
ROYAL BLUE  DEEP BLUE  PEACOCK  O.G. BLUE  PURPLE
LAVENDER  LILAC  ORCHID  MAUVE  CROCUS
MAGENTA  CRIMSON  CANADA RED  O.G. RED  WINEBERRY
RUBY  MAROON  BLACK  BROWN  SANDLEWOOD
RUST  WARM RED  ORANGE  SALMON  PEACH
FLESH  BUFF  F.M. YELLOW  SPANISH YELLOW  WHITE
SILVER  CHARCOAL

FABRIC COLORS ARE AS ACCURATE AS POSSIBLE, ACTUAL COLORS MAY VARY.
To ensure the best possible results for your Custom Screen Printed Flags, here are some simple, but important artwork guidelines to follow:

1) **CAMERA-READY ARTWORK IS A MUST!**
2) Camera-ready artwork is defined as:
   - Good, clean scannable artwork such as an Advertising Slick.
   - Computer Generated Artwork.
     Accepted file formats are Adobe Illustrator 9 (.EPS or .AI) or prior, Corel Draw 8 (.CDR) or prior, or Flexisign.
3) Digital artwork files can be sent on disc or via email to flags123@nehp.net
4) Business cards, matchbook covers and faxes are NOT camera-ready artwork.
5) Remember: **Good Artwork In = Good Flags Out**

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT ROB (OUR IN-HOUSE PRINTER) AT THE FLAG PLACE CENTRAL (888) 791-2004

BEHIND THE SCENES

The combination of our modern state-of-the-art facility and our professionally trained workers ensure a top quality flag every time!
Our Custom Screen Printed flags are made utilizing the latest technologies and techniques. Our large facility and production capabilities allow us complete flexibility, providing our customers with a broad range of screen printed flags.